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SPEKTROSKOPIE LEICHTER QUARK-SYSTEME 

Der vorliegende Artikel ist Teil eines Vorschlags zum Bau eines 
Hochstrom-Protonen-Beschleunigers ih Europa (EHF, Proposal for 
a European Hadron Facili ty, herausgegeben von J. F. Crawford 
(SIN), unterstützt von BMFT (Deutschland) und INFN (Italien)). 
Er beschäftigt sich mit der Frage, welche Experimente auf dem 
Gebiet der Spektroskopie leichter Quark-Systeme mit den dort 
verfügbaren Kaonen-Strahlen von hoher Intensität und Reinheit 
ausgeführt werden können. Es wird zunächst ein kurzer Überblick 
über den derzeitigen Stand der Mesonen- und Baryonen-Spektros
kopie gegeben und danach weiterführende Experimente zusammen 
mit einem dafür optimierten Detektorsystem vorgestellt. Zwei 
dieser Experimente (Erzeugung von Glue-Balls mit K--strahlen; 
radiative Zerfälle der A(1405)-Resonanz) werden herausgegriffen 
und in einer Monte-Carlo-Simulation in dem vorgeschlagenen 
Detektor näher diskutiert. Es zeigt sich, daß bereits in kurzen 
Meßzeiten bisher nicht meßbare Reaktionen zu deutlichen Signa
len führen und so für die weitere Untersuchung der Hadronen
Spektroskopie und damit auch für die Quantenchromedynamik 
wichtige neue Erkenntnisse gewonnen werden können. 

ABSTRACT 

Thi s article i s part of a proposal for the construction of a 
high intensity proto~ accelerator in Europe (EHF, Proposal for 
a European Hadron Facility, edited by J.F.Crawford (SIN), sup
ported by BMFT (Germany) and INFN (Italy)). Experiments con
cerning the spectroscopy of light Quark systems are discussed, 
which can be performed wi th Kaon beams of high intensi ty and 
high purity at EHF. After abrief review of the status of Meson
and Baryon- spectroscopy an optimized detection system is pre
sented, and two specific experiments (Glue-Ball production with 
K- beams; radiative decays of the A(1405)-resonance) are dis
cussed in detail. A Monte-Carlo-simulation shows, that clear 
signals for these processes can be obtained in short measuring 
times. These examples demonstrate, that wi th high quali ty K
beams new and important information on Hadron-spectroscopy can 
be obtained, which is important for a further understanding of 
Quantum-Chromo-Dynamics. 
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Spectroscopy of Light 
Quark-Systems 

1 Introduction 

Hadron spectroscopy of tt, d, and s quarks is a necessary ingredient for all attempts 
at a detailed understanding of the strong interaction. All theoretical approaches 
in twn-pert.urbative QCD have to be checked against t.he measurable properties of 
hadronic states, such as masses, decay rates and productiotl mechanisms. Their 
knowledge is as relevant for the development of QCD as were the at.omic spectra 
for the understanding of atomic physics. Of special importance is the question 
whether s quarks behave dynamically the same as tt and d quarks, a problem for 
which the K beams of EHF are ideally suited. 

In the following the experimental and theoretical status of Hadron Spectroscopy 
is shortly reviewed and a survey on possible experiments with the excellent EHF
beams and an optimized detector system is given. A few of the experiments are 
highlighted and the results of Monte-Cario simulations are givert. 

2 Hadron Spectroscopy 

2.1. Experimental Stnt.ns 

Mesons 

Candidat.es for the most. low-energy qq-st.ates are known [1], as well as somP nmdi
dat.es for exotic stat.es like glueballs (gg or ggg) or hybrids ( qqg ). !\lost desired ist he 

f t t 'th t' t b ( JPC' o-- 1-+ •)+- '>-~ l appearance o s .a .es wt . exo ·lC quan .tun num ers = . . .... . .; ..... 
unallowed for qq-st.ates, which unambiguously iclentify an exotic state. The first e,-_ 
idence for such states has occurred recent.ly in rr- p - ( 17rr 0 )n and ") p - ( b= ( 123.5 )71":::: )p 

reactions [2], but needs further confirmation. Also uncert.ain is in many cases t he 
quark content of the experimentally identified qq states and their mixing wi t h 
glueball/hybrid states. Most data come from old-fashioned bubble-chamber ex-
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periments with low statistics, and it is only recently that more modern detectors 
have been used [3] or are under roustruc.tion [4] for 1r, p, -y indured react.ious or 
radiative 1/.1 decays. Such detectors have never been used in combination with high 
quality K beams. 

Baryons 

Most of the informat.ion on S = 0 Baryons romes from sophist.irated energy inde
pendent partial-wave-analyses (PWA) of 1r±p reactions, using dispersion relations 
(DPR) as constraints [5]. Here, little improvement seems possible. In K-p reac
t.ions the situation looks different. Con1pared to 1f N data the statistics is generally 
lower by one order of magnitude (low int.ensit.y and high 1r, e contamination of the 
Kaon-beams) allowing only energy dependent PWA ("Poor man's solution"). Data 
on polarizat.ion parameters and inelastic !=hannels are missing which are needed for 
an unambiguous analysis [6]. Exotic baryonic states ( qqq9) are predicted but have 
not yet been found[7]. 

2.2 Theoretical Description 

The most advanced theoretical description of bound hadronic states is based on a 
quark model inspired by QCD ideas [8]. It explains weil the masses of most of the 
light.er hadrons and makes predictions on higher mass states and t.heir coupling to 
2- body channels like rr N, K N, 1f ~, ••• An essential point in the SU ( 6) x 0( 3) model 
for excited baryonic states is the existehce of the [56, 2+], [.56, o+j, [70, o+], [70, 2+] 
and [20, 1 +j multiplets (2-quanta exdt~ttions of the ground state ). So far, few or 
no candidates have been found as members of the [70, o+j, [70, 2+] and [20, 1 +] 
multiplets. This fact was explained by weak coupling of these st.ates to t.he 1r N 
and K N channels [8], a prediction which is essential for the model and should be 
checked experimentally in detail. Beyond the ijq and qqq states exotic syst.ems like 
glueballs (99 /999 ), mesonie ( ijq9) and hadronic ( qqq9) hybrids are predicted, some 
with exotic quantum numbers[7]. 

3 Spectroscopy experiments at EHF 

3.1 Meson spectroscopy 

The field is presently developing rapidly1 using e+ e- machines ( radiat.ive ~~ decay) 
and rr, 1 induced reactions (BNL. CERN). LEAR will cont.ribute significant.ly in 
t he next. few years using pp annihilation as a source of exot.ic / non-exotic mesons. 
The main impact of EHF in this field will be t.he use of high qualit.y rr-. h"- beams 
t.ogether wit h an optimized det.ect.or. Emphasis will be on t.he search for exot.ic 
stat.es, part.icularly those with exot.ic quantum numbers, which should show up in 
reactions like 

( 10.1) 
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and sim.ilarly in K- induced reactions like 

( 10.2) 

There is no obvious reason why such elusive states should be produced more fre
quently in strangeness induced reactions, but the comparison between 10.1 and 
10.2 will yield information on the quark content of the states produced. The de
tect.ion of a A, decaying to p1r- (64%), is experimentally much easier than an 
efficient n-detection, so that 10.2 has an experimental advautage as compared t.o 
10.1 . Furthermore, the A is produced in a second vertex: different from the int.er
act.ion vertex, which facilitates the setting up of a fast trigger on the reaction ( A 
tag). Of particular importance here is a high performance detector allowing t.he 
simultaneaus identification of many-partide final st.ates in a nearly 41T' solid angle. 
Hybrids, for example, are predicted to decay preferentially to mesons with L > O~ 
giving rise to a complic.ated final state. An example would be [8]: 
hybrid+_. ff(128.5)7r+; ff(1285)-+ a0 (980)7r0 ;a0 (980)- t]1T'0 ; t],1T'0 

____,. 11leading 
to the final state rr+ 61. 

3.2 Baryon spectroscopy 

In the first round of experiments the emphasis will be on the improvement of S = 
-1,-2 baryonic resonance states. Only 9{6) states of the already observed 18(26) 

' A ~( ~~) states are four star [1 J and thus more confirmation is needed. Many of the 
predicted states are still missing and the quark content of some long-established 
resonances is in serious doubt. For example, t.he A( 1405) fits very badly int.o the 
Isgur-Karl-model and there is lively discussion whether it is a ( u.d.s )- or a boutfd 
K- N- stat.e [9] The ahn of all measurement.s on K induced reactions is to reach 
a quali ty similar to the already existing rr N data, allowing an energy independent 
PWA using DPR. Typical experiments would be 

K-p- K-p (Elastic) 

K-p- E~n (CEX) 

E-p ~ E~rr-p (Example of inelastic channel) 

K-n _. E-n (Deuterium t.arget.) 

Of part.icular import.ance is here t.he measurement. of polarization parameters using 
polarized Hydrogen (Deuterium) targets [6]. The comparison between reactions 
on protons and neutronswill allow the disent.angling of I = 0.1 amplitudes. which 
is very important for a proper distinct.ion of A X and ~- st.ates. In that respect. also 
the reaction 
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Kfp..,... K~p 

is of interest. because of its interference between I= 0, 1 amplitudes [6]. According 
t.o the Isgur-Karl modelmany of the baryon resonances with two quanta of excita
tion do not couple t.o rr N and K- N and therefore can not be found in format.ion 
experiments of the type rr( K )N ~ rr( K )N, Thus, for the production of a weakly 
coupling y· resonance, experiments of the type 

K-p ~ :E~rr (prominent resonance); :E· ___.. y·rr 

are necessary. The mass spectrum of baryönic stat.es can be easily distorted by 
threshold effects, so that the measurement o{ decay brauehing ratios ( dependent. on 
the eigen-vector) is oft.en more useful for the det.erminat.ion of the nature of a st.ate 
than its mass (eigenvalue). For example, the radiative decay rateisasensitive tool 
to decide to which multiplet a given state belongs. As an example t.he radiative 
decay of the A •( 140.5) resonance is discussed later in greater det.ail. 

An experimental program as outlined above will allow quantitative checks 
of the predictions of the Isgur-Karl-model. It is to be expected that the miss
ing four states of the [70, 1- J multiplet ( one quantum excitation) will be found 
( A. ( 312- ); Ei ( 112- ); E2( 112- ); :E•( 312-)) and the existence of the elusive [70, o+], 
[70, 2+] and [20, 1 +] will be settled. 

Of highest importance is of course the question whether the predicted [7] bary
onic hybrid states ( qqqg, ... ) exist. Their ground stat.es should have masses below 
2 Ge V, a region which can be ideally investigated with the rr I K beams of EHF. 
Here again, high intensity beams and a good detector enabling the reconstruction 
of complicated final states will be of importance. 

The same is true for the study of the predicted Dibaryon resonances consisting 
of u, d and s quarks [10]. In contrast to multi-quark systems consisting only of u 

and d quarks, the addition of s quarlcs enhances t.he chance to form a dibaryon 
system because of the reduced Pauli blpcking. A high quality experiment. could 
even try to find states as exotic as K· 6. and others of t.his kind [11 J. 

4 1r/K Beams 

For hadron-spectroscopy experhnent.s rr- I K- beams in the moment.um range 0 . .5 
- 1.5 Ge V I c are needed. The spectroscopy of non-exotic states would be mainly 
performed in the momentum region up t.o 4 Ge V je, while the production o{ ex
otic stat.es might be favoured at higher energies (central collisions). The usable 
intensit.ies of t.he beams are did.at.ed by t.he tolerable rates in the detectors. For 
a 4rr arrangement. of high modularit.y, using detectors wit h f"st decay times ( e.g. 
BGO,BaF2 , ... ) and very fast triggers, an ittt.erad.ion rate in t.he t.arget of 106 /s. 
corresponding t.o about. 108 part.ides impingipg on the target., appears t.o be an 
upper limit. In setups with smaller solid angles correspondingly higher rates could 
be digested. With the EHF rr- beams the n1.aximum acceptable int.eraction rate 
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can be easily achieved. For K- beams, not only is intensity essential, but 1r or 
e contamination also matters. With double separat.ion, Kj1r ratios of 1:1 can be 
reached wit.h K- intensities of about 106 /s ( .-.... 104 /s int.eractions in the target ), 
thus easily allowing t.he use of sophist.icated 471" det.ectors. In order t.o use the full 
performance of the detector, the 7r / K separation can be relaxed a little, so that 
10i K- together wit.h 108 71"- impinge on the target, giving rise t.o about 106 inter
actions/s in total. The beams at EHF adapted to hadron-spectroscopy would be 
86 and 820, offering good intensities and good particle separation in the relevant 
momentum region. 

5 Detection system 

Figure 1 outlines a sophisticated detection syst.em for hadron-spectroscopy ex
periments to be used on EHF 7r / K(p) beams. In order to make it as compact (i.e. 
cheap) as possible, a vertex detector with very high spatial resolution is used in a 
magnetic field of 1.5 Tesla, produced by a superconducting coil. When multiple 
scattering does not matter, a set of microstrip detectors ( 0' 1. .-.... 5ftm) ( 0'11 "'.50ftm) 
detectors can be used, in other cases a TPC. The relative momentum resolution 
at 200 MeV/cis assumed to be 6.p1./P1. = 0.01. 

The identificat.ion of part.icle masses will be performed in Cherenkov count.ers. 
eit.her of threshold or RICH-type, and by ToF in the forward hemisphere. The 
electromagnetic showers are detected in BGO modules (1200 total) with an energy 

resolution of 6.E/E(FlVH1vi) = 2.5%/JE[GeVJ and an angular modularity of 
3° (forward) and 6° (backward hemisphere), respectively. The (polarized) hydro
gen/ deuterium target has a length of 15 cm and a diameter of 5 cm. This det.ector 
arrangement fulfills t.he needs of a sophisticated spectroscopy experiment., i.e.: 

- simultaneaus detection of charged and neutral particles with n ;:::::: 411" 

- good vertex resolution (important for K~, A decays) 

- mass identificat.ion of the part.icles via Cherenkov counters, ToF and dE/d:r 

- fast triggers for event select.ion using ToF, Cherenkov and mult.iplirity IBGO 
detector) information 

Kf and neut.rons are not detected explicitly. They can easily be reconstructed 
by missing momentum analysis and can be verified by using the amply available 
kinematical constraints. This detector scheme is optimized for high energy beams. 
For lower momenta, a transverse magnetic field seems more appropriate. With 
similar but differently arranged detectors, the same performance can be achieved. 
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6 Monte Carlo Simulations of selected Reac
tions 

To den10nstrate the sensitivity for rare events on EHF K- beams achievable with 
t.he detector discussed above, two elusive reactions have been selected: 

(I) K- (lOGeV/c) p - 9t(2300, 270)A; 

9t - ~~; 
A p7r-; 

~ --+ ](+](-

This reaction serves as an example of t.he search for glueball/hybrid stat.es 
with exotic/non-exotic quantum numbers. 

(II) K- (4.2 GeV/c) p --+ :B+(1660)7r-; 
~+(1660) - A(1405)1t+; 

A(1405) L\ 0/,~01 
This reaction belongs to the field of Baryon spectroscopy. It aims at the 
investigation of the nature of the A "( 1405) resonance. The rate of this rare 
radiative A( 1405) decay is essential for the determination of the quark content 
of the A( 1405) state, present.ly an open question. 

For both simulat.ions the properties of the detection system as described in 
Section 5 were taken. The rate estimates are based on t01 K- /s hitt.ing the 
target. (V5 cm length). In all computer shnulations shown, a 4C kinematical fit of 
measured energies and momenta was applied to optimize the resolution. 

6.1 lVIeson-Spectroscopy: Seatch for rare exotic States 

The process (I) K-p--+ g1(2300)A is very similar to the reaction rr-(23 Ge V /c)p
g1n which was first investigated at BNL (MPS) [12]. Three broad states at masses 
of 2120~ 2220 and 2360 MeV were found with a cross section of about 1 j.tbarn. 
The same cross section was assumed for (I) yielding a production and detect.ion 
(47r) rate of 1 gt{2300) events/sec. The t.ot.al K-p cross sedion at 10 neV /c 
is 30 mbarn, giving rise t.o 3 x 104 general background eYents/s. They cetn he 
easily reduced via a fast hardware trigger [12] by 2-3 orders of magnitude, so that 
all relevant events can be dumped on m.agnetic t.apes or disc drives. In cantrast 
to the 7T' induced reaction, the off-set of t.he A vert.ex can be used as additional 
trigger condition here, t.llUs deaning up the spedra furt.her. The most. annoying 
background comes from t.he channel K-p- cf>I\+ E- A ( 10 pbarn) which was also 
simulat.ed and explicitly t.aken int.o account., giving rise t.o the small backgrouncl in 
t.he Monte-Carlo-spedra. 

The detector performance result.s in invariant ~(- K+ K-) mass resolut.ions as 
good as 5 MeV (FWHM). Theinvariant <P~ mass distribution is shown in Figure 

2. It is based on 3 x 104gt event.s plus3 x. 105 background events, and t.hus 
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corresponds to a measuring time of several hours. The broad 9t(2300) peak is 
dearly seen above a small background. This case study clearly demonstrates the 
sensitivity of the setup for rare events. As the detector is equally powerful in 
the det.ect.ion of charged and neutral part.icles, other decu.;: channels of eventual 
resonant st.ates X, like 

X I )., ___, "171, 7171 'T/'P, ryw 

can be simultaneously detected. All these channels couple to exotic quantum 
number st.at.es, and are thus very well suited for their investigat.ion. 

The high statistics in Figure 2 demonstrates that processes with cross sec-
tians considerably smaller than 1 f.Lharn are detect.able. In special cases cross 
sections smaller than 1 nbarn seem measurable in a reasonable time and wit.h 
reasonable background. 

Needless to say, that the corresponding measurements with 1r- would be easily 
feasible at EHF under ideal cottditions, the only Iimitation being given by the rate 
capability of the detector syst.em. Thus, even lower values for the detect.ion limits 
of rare events are realistic using 11"- induced reactions. 

6.2 Baryon Spectroscopy: Search for rare decay modes 
of baryon resonances 

The st:'udy of decay rat.es of baryonic resonances will allow very clear statement.s 
about the question to which SU( 6) X 0( 3) multiplets the resonance belongs. or 
even more generally about i ts quark content. As example the 1\.( 140.5) ___.,. A 0 {:S 0 h 
radiative decay has been chosen. As shown in a recently published bubble cham
ber experiment [9], the l\( 140.5) state can be very clearly produc~d in the reaction 
K-p- ~-~-(1660)11"- (4.2 GeV/c) restrict.ing the data sample tosmall momentum 
transfers (t < 1 (Ge V/ c )2 ) between ]{- and 11"-. Thus with nearly 100% effi
ciency, A(1405) st.ates are produced via the decay ~-~-(1660) __. ,\(140.5)rr+. For 
this production mechanism a cross-section of 100 f.Lbarn was assumed. The radia
tive decay brauehing ratiowas assumed t.o be 1%, resulting in G' x BR = 1pbarn 
for the process K-p- ~+(1660)11"-;~+(1660)- A(140.5)rr+;A(140.5) __. A0(~0 }r· 

Wit.h ~\ 0 decaying t.o p1r- and ~o decaying to A1(A- p1r-), respedively, the 
finl'll ::;tnte::; p1r-11'+11'-11'0 anrl p1r-7T+Jr-11'0 )· IHIVf' tn hP mPn!'11rPrl. "rith <1 dPtPdinn 

etficiency of nearly 100% as discussed in Section .5, and for 101 J<- /s ilupiug,iug 
on t.he t.arget., 1 event/s would be produced. The total n.·-p react.ion rate (G'tot "' 30 
mbarn) is again 3 x 104 event.s/s, which can easily be reduced to a managf'ah)P 
level. 

Figures 3 and 4 show the inYariant .\1(= p-:r--y) anrl ~0/(= p-:r-·y-y\ 

mass spedra resulting from the ~Iont.e-C'arlo simula.tion. The~· contain ahmt! tnn 
radiative decays each. available after 1 minut.e of measuring time. 

The background comes from the i'elict.ions 

li·- p A 0 11"+ 11'-11'0 and 

K- p ~o11'+ 11'-11"0 
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which occur with about 1 mbarn cross sections and were explidtly taken into 
account in the simulat.ion. 

This example shows again that radiative or ot.her rare decay channels with cross 
sections considerably lower than 1 ftbarn can easily be seen. 

7 Summary 

Substantial progress in Hadron spectroscopy can be made by combining the highly 
intense and pure kaon (piou) beams of EHF with a powerful multipurpose detector 
( electronic bubble chamber ). A survey on some reactions of particular interest. is 
gi ven in Table 1. The maiu impact of EHF on hadron spectroscopy will be 
in the investigation of baryon resonances with the high quality K- beams, where 
today's limitations are directly connected to the poor performance of the beams. 
Pion-induced reactions, which are of extreme relevance for meson/exotics spec
troscopy, will profit mainly from the development of powerful detectors, allowing 
very sensitive searches for rare and complicat.ed final states. A proton beam of 100 
flA produces reasonably well separated J(- beams with intensities up to 10i /sec, 
giving rise to 105 interactions in a compact Hydrogeit target.. This rate can be mas
tered even in a 411" detector arrangeme11t, if det.ectors wit.h short decay constants 
and fast trigger systems are provided. 

For detailed discussions and partly extensive help in preparing this contt'ibtltion 
we are indebted to C. Amsler, D. Bugg, N. Isgur, T. Henkes, G. Hoehler, G. Karl, 
E. Klempt, R. Landua, H. Firner and W. Weise. 
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Table 1: Survey of Hadron Spectroscopy experiments 

Read.ions 0 bservables Physics 
11" (K )p-+Xn(A) Invariant mass spectra Exotic meson-like states 
X c/Jc/J 0 I • -+ , 1]11" ' 7]7]' 7]7] J P analysis of decay (glueballs, hybrids) 

channels Emphasis on exotic 
( Fixed moment.um: qualltum numbers 
4-1.5 GeV/c) 

Formation e.xperiments: 

K-p _. K-p du/dfl Higher mass Baryon 
Ko -+ sn Polarization parameters, Resonances wi th S = -1, -2 

-+ K~7r-p A Tag, Decay modes Mult.iplet st.ructure of 
t.he Baryon resonances 
Quark content. of Baryon 
states 

K-n _. K-n 

(momentum scan) 

Production experiments: 

K-p- Y"rr Decay propert.ies of Quantitative check of 
y· ___. y 7r tesonances Y wjth weak the Isgur-Karl Model 

coupling to t.he 
K N channel Search for baryonic 

hybrid states 
K-p _. K+'S~- Double strange 
(fixed moment.um) resonances 
]( 3 He_.K+nH Search for double 

strange Dibaryon states (H) 
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.Hadron-Spectroscopy- Detector 

r-------------------------------------------r---~/l/ 

R 

/ 

/ 
vc / FDC 

/ 

---
'-.. 

/ 
/ 

vc '-.. FCX 
"'-.... 

FOG FC 

'-.. 

'--. 
R 

f----.------.!~ . --- --· _______ ..J 
Vrm 

Figure 1: Sketch of a Hadron Spectroscopy Detector 
T: Target; VC: Vertex chamber (Microstrip layers or TPC); 
R: RICH Cherenkov; GD; Gamma detector ( e.g. BG 0 ): 
FDC: Forwarddrift chamber: SC: I\Iodular ToF scintillation conntPr: 
C: Superconducting coil; Y: Fe Yoke: 
FC: Forward Cherenkov; FGD: Forward 1 detector. 
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INVARIANT MASS : <I> <I> 
3QQ,-----~------------------------------------------. 

250-

0 ..... 

~200-

~ 
8 

150-

100-

50-

I 
Ü I -r I I I I I I I 

1800 woo 2000 2100 2200 2300 2400 2500 2600 2700 2000 
E:NERGY IN MEV -- ··------------------------------------------------

Figure 2: Monte-Carlo Simulation using t.he parameters of the detector in Fig-
ure 1. 
Invariant mass plot of the resonant state gt( 2.'300 MeV) decaying into 
~rjy(dJ ......... K+K-). The st.ate is produced via K-p- g1A at 10 GeV/r. As 
('fOSS Sf"dion 1 f' harn WRR a::<Slttnf"d, Tht> ha<'kgrmmrl is chtP to t ht> rroC'f'f'~ 
Ii·- p ......... ~I{+ K- A( 10~-tbarn). 
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INVARIANT MASS : A. 1 
60~------------------------------------------------, 

50-
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Figure 3: Monte-Carlo Simulation using the parameters of the detedor in Figure 
1. 

Invariant mass plot. of A(140.S) decaying radiat.ively int.o A1(A ____, prr- ). i\.(140.5) is 
produced via A"-p- 2::+(1660)-rr- at 4.2 GeV/c. For rr-/K- moment.um transfers 
smaller than 1 (GeV/c) 2

, 2:;+(1660) decays almost tot.ally t.o A(140.5)rr+. For the 
complete i\.(1·!05) produdion proress a rross sPdion of 100 tthr~rn wr~s Clssumeri. 
The brauehing ratio for the radiative A( 140.5) decay was assumed t.o be 1%. The 
background is due t.o t.he process K- p - A 0 ( 2:: 0 )rr+ rr-rro ( 1 mbarn ). 
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Figure 4: As Figure 3, but. A( 140.5) - ~o1 


